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Don’t let printers limit your creativity. Get the all-new ZSB series and unleash endless possibilities 
to elevate your work. From everyday applications like shipping and mailing, take your labelling to 
a whole new level. From product branding, to inventory tracking with barcodes to adding personal 
touches  – the sky’s the limit.
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Do it Your Way 
Cookie-cutter won’t cut it. Discover the limitless 
ways you can customize and utilize labels with smart, 
simplified software that makes label design fun. 

Personalize Your Shipping
Add a personal touch by incorporating your logo,
a custom note, and more to delight customers.

Track Inventory with Barcodes
Stay up-to-date by creating all types
of barcodes to keep track of inventory.

Custom Design Product Labels
Choose from dozens of label templates or design
your own signature label easily! 

Organize Your Office or Home
Find items easily by creating labels for files, boxes, 
bottles, containers and more.

Labels Without Limits
Worry less. Create more. 
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CARTRIDGE TYPE LABEL SIZE COMPATIBLE PRINTER         DESCRIPTION

XL Shipping 4” x 6” ZSB-DP14                Tailor made for shipping and mailing all your   
ZSB-LC1    proucts and bubble wrap envelopes. Compatible  
    with UPS, FedEx, USPS and DHL shipping services,  
    as well as e-commerce selling platforms like   
    Amazon, eBay, Etsy and Shopify.

Address 1.25” x 3.5” ZSB-DP12 Create address labels for your business, event, or 
ZSB-LC2   ZSB-DP14 family needs. Access a variety of ready-made  
    templates or create your own!

File Folder 2.25” x 0.75” ZSB-DP12 Organize your small or home office in a snap. Ideal
ZSB-LC3   ZSB-DP14 for return address labels, binders, file folders, closet  
    dividers, cabinets, and even flash drives.

Mailing 2.25” x 4” ZSB-DP12 Create mailing labels for your postcards, envelopes, 
ZSB-LC4   ZSB-DP14 letters, and packages. They’re also great for labeling  
    containers and boxes at home, or at the office.

Name Badge 2.25” x 3.5” ZSB-DP12 Create name badges from scratch or use one of
ZSB-LC5   ZSB-DP14 our many templates. Easily add photos taken from  
    your iOS or Android phone, webcam or other   
    picture taking applications and software.  

Barcodes 2.25” x 1” ZSB-DP12 Develop barcodes, UPC codes, EAN, QR Codes, 
ZSB-LC6   ZSB-DP14 and other inventory labels. Label products and  
    inventory you store at home or office, or those you  
    send to Amazon FBA or another 3PL.

Multipurpose 1.25” x 1.25” ZSB-DP12 Design custom labels for a wide variety of applications!
ZSB-LC7   ZSB-DP14 Pharmaceutical bottles,paint, cosmetics, candy,  
    crafts, food and drink bottles, or just about any  
    other container type you can think of.

Jewelry 2.25” x 0.5” ZSB-DP12 Create foldable labels to describe and price jewelry
ZSB-LC8   ZSB-DP14 and other knick-knacks. Or use these mini labels to  
    label wires, cords and cables. 

LABEL DESIGN EXAMPLE

Label Types

Design with Ease, 
Print with Confidence 
with the ZSB Series.


